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In August 2017 FIG Distribution (Pty) Ltd bought the brand Emthunzini Hats.
This is a fantastic milestone in the 10 year journey of Emthunzini Hats

becoming the leading sunhats  brand in Southern Africa. 

This new ownership structure, which includes the founders of Emthunzini Hats, 
brings a lot of advantages and opportunities. Emthunzini Hats has become

part of a much broader range of fashion accessories which will grow
going forward under the brand umbrella - House of Ords.

House of Ords is a fashion accessories brand from Cape Town.
Their focus is to create, import and distribute high quality accessories that

are colourful, fashionable, functional and practical for everyday use. 

Emthunzini Hats will continue to exist as a sub-brand of House of Ords.
The acquisition by FIG Distribution has allowed further growth, introducing

new hat styles and categories in this expansive product range. 
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Most of our hats are washable, all our hats are 
crushable and ideal for travelling!
Visit www.sunhats.co.za to watch our videos 
on how to shape, wash & pack your sunhat.

GILLY O
Our premium women’s hat collection, stylish and timeless

GET OUT & PLAY
Your sunhat essentials for all outdoor activities

     
WINTER WARMERS

Felt & suede hats for those colder months

     
MADE FOR MEN

Stylish hats designed for men

COOL KIDZ
Keep your children sunsafe in these fun designs

ACCESSORIES

Our collections offer a stylish, sun smart solution ideal for travelling
and time spent outdoors! These fashionable hats are crushable,

mostly washable and are fully adjustable.
Suitable for men, women & children.
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Dedicated to perfection, the GILLY O range of hats 
is made from the latest colors and materials.
Most of the hats in this collection are made by hand, 
ensuring an extremely comfortable fit.
These hats are a must have if you’re a hat fanatic!
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tina m fedora  #ETM503

We are privileged to be able to offer the striking
Tina M Fedora, designed by the well known
Australian designer Tina M Copenhagen. 

COLOUR: natural/ivory with a slim genuine leather trim
size: 58 cm
60% natural fibre, 40% raffia. Spot Washable

pana-mate fedora  #EBD459

Flexibraid, the innovative flexible material that is lightweight,
hard wearing and crush resistant. A great travel companion
for both men and women.  

size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% polyester. Hand Washable

GILLY O COLLECTION
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GILLY O COLLECTION

malibu  #EBD190

Now available in Mushroom. Crocheted raffia Fedora style 
ladies hat with a pinched crown, finished with a string of 
diamanté around the crown.

NEW COLOUR: mushroom. also available in Natural
sizE: 58 cm
100% Raffia Straw. Spot Washable

VICTORIA  #EBD130

Cotton/natural fibre hat with a wire brim for easy adjustment and creative styling, 
finished with a matching Petersham trim.

COLOUR: Natural
size: 58 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

ROSIE  #EBD815

Now available in White. A stylish braided hat with an over-
sized brim. The 20 cm ribbon around the crown offers that 
finishing touch.

NEW COLOUR: White. Also available in Mocha
sizE: 58 cm
100% Polyester. Hand Washable

ROXY  #EBD138

Now available in Rose. A much requested, hip, quality Raffia 
Straw crocheted Fedora hat with colour coordinated beads.

size: 58 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

MORGAN  #EBD76

Now available in Ash Grey. A sure win, this slightly crushable 
Raffia cloth sewn hat with 4 cm ribbon band is truly elegant. 

NEW COLOUR: Ash Grey. Also available in Natural
sizE: 58 cm  
100% Raffia Straw. Spot Washable

beau  #EBD95

Classic Fedora style with 55 mm brim and a wide 
Petersham band. Suits both men and women.

COLOURS: Mixed brown, Mixed black
Size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

RAFFIA BRETON  #ERL803

This high quality handwoven gorgeous Raffia hat can be 
worn up or down for added sun protection. It’ll keep you 
cool during the entire day. 

COLOURS: Natural & Mushroom
Size: 58 cm
100% Raffia. Spot Washable

RAFFIA COWBOY  #EBD214

Contemporary styled ladies cowboy hat with suede and 
raffia rope trim. Wire in brim to style up as a cowboy,
or as straight as a Capeline. 

COLOURS: Natural & Mushroom
Size: 58 cm
100% Raffia. Spot Washable
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AUDREY CLASSIC  #EBD320

Perfect travel hat with wide brim to maximize sun protection. 
Foldable, crushable and very stylish.

BLACK: 50% Polyester, 40% Natural Fibre, 10% Polybraid
BLACK/WHITE: 80% Polyester, 20% Polybraid
sIzE: 58 cm. Hand Washable

GILLY O COLLECTION

anna bucket  #EBD288

Elegant short brim bucket style with coordinating ribbon trim and edging. Packable and 
crush resistant, perfect travel companion.

COLOURS: black/White
Size: 58 cm
60% Polyester, 40% Polybraid. Hand Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

très chic breton  #EBD162

Natural fibre braid Breton style hat with contrasting colour combinations - a cheeky look!

COLOURS: brown/ivory
Size: 58 cm
100% natural Fibre. spot Washable

HEPBURN  #EBD119

Exceedingly popular, this style shows off a printed scarf in 
leopard print or tropical tones of orange. 

COLOURS: Natural/Black/Leopard Scarf, Ivory/Orange Scarf
Size: 58 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

AMY  #EBD14

The 12 cm wide brim will keep you cool, tied with a brown
waxed cord and red wooden beads.

COLOUR: Natural
size: 58 cm with oversized brim
100% Raffia Straw. Spot washable

TexTured breTon  #Erl108

Made from a mix of natural fibre and polyester, this
lightweight soft weave with a cord on the crown makes
for a naturally elegant style.

COLOURS: natural, Charcoal
Size: 58 cm
50% Polyester, 50% natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

gillaroo  #EBD17

Forever popular, the wire in the brim allows for creative styling. 
Detail around the crown available in stone beads, buckle or rope.

size: 58 cm
50% Polyester, 50% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable

braided fedora  #ERM260

Lightweight crush resistant Fedora with medium sized brim. 
Suits both men and women.

COLOURS: Natural, Caramel
Size: 58 cm and 61 cm
90% Natural fibre, 10% Polybraid. Spot Washable
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GILLY O COLLECTION

BELLA  #EBD146

Introducing Ivory/Navy. Complemented with a stylish belt 
trim, this heritage town and country style polybraid hat is 
available in six colour tones.

size: 58 cm and 61cm (Ivory/Ivory)
100% Polybraid. Hand washable

GILLY  #ERL73

Introducing Mixed Pink & Petrol Blue. This mannish style has a 
matching cord trim around the crown and tie at the side. Ideal for 
all outdoor activities. Also available in petite 55 cm (see page 21)

size: 58 cm
100% Polyester Machine Knitted. Hand washable
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A lot of companies and satisfied customers 
approached us for hats they can wear in 
winter. Specifically in Southern Africa, winter 
can in some regions result in more days with 
an extremely high UV rating than in summer. 
Therefore we have decided to launch a 
“Winter Warmer” range of hats. Hats made 
from felt and suede in darker colors which 
are perfect to keep you both warm and 
protected in winter.
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celeste  #EBD206

A suedette wide brim Fedora, a stylish winter hat available
in 2 stylish colours. 

COLOUR: copper, Grey
size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% Polyester suede. spot washable

WINTER WARMERS COLLECTION

MONA  #ERL325

This rustic suedette-style with black trim has a shorter brim, 
giving this style a cheekier look.

COLOUR: Taupe, Olive Green
size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% Polyester Suede. Spot washable
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MELISSA  #EBD303

Following on the success of the Celeste and Mona, we have 
introduced the Melissa. A classic Fedora with soft rolled edges. 
Winter essential for both men and women.

size: 58 cm and 61 cm (Navy only)
100% Wool felt. Spot Washable

WINTER WARMERS COLLECTION
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In the new “Get out and play” category you will find 
the hats Emthunzini Hats is known for. Fun, colorful, 
great quality; ensuring you are protected against 
the sun during those hot summer days through 
our brand specific UPF50+ certification.
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

LIZZIE  #Er363

The most popular hat in Australia is the LIZZIE, 100% polyester 
machine knitted hat. It is lightweight and squashes into any 
pocket or backpack.

size: 58 cm
100% Polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable

capeline  #Er44C

Always a classic look with the ribbon trim and stud adding
that special finish.

size: 58 cm
100% polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

BRETON  #ER35C

This international best-selling hat looks good anywhere, any time. 

size: 58 cm
100% Polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

PETITE BRETON  #ER35P

Our international best-selling hat for smaller and younger heads, 
ideal for petite women & teens.

size: 55 cm
100% Polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable

adult and petite
hat sizing

Our Breton & Gilly hats are available in
two sizes, either 58 cm or our petite size

55 cm for petite women and teens.
The brims on both sizes are equally as 

effective in protecting you from the sun,
no matter where you are in the world!

petite gilly  #ERL73P

This popular mannish style is now available for smaller and younger 
heads! See page 14 for our adult size (58 cm)

size: 55 cm
100% polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

petite gilly  #ERL73P

This popular mannish style is available for smaller and younger 
heads! See our larger size on page 14.

size: 55 cm
100% polyester Machine Knitted. Hand Washable

GERRY  #EGE17

Flexibraid - the innovative flexible, lightweight material that 
is hard wearing and crush resistant. Colours are colourfast, 
finished with a faux suede trim. 

size: 58 cm 
100% Polyester. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

SYDNEY  #ER38AC

This style can be worn with the brim up or down providing 
excellent sun protection. Made with subtle colours, woven 
together into a thin breathable acrylic braid.

size: 58 cm
100% Acrylic. Hand Washable

capetonian  #ECT11

This style is flattering on anybody. Featuring a wide brim 
with waxed cord offering excellent sun protection.

size: 58 cm
100% acrylic. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

calypso  #ERL732

Lycra visor suitable for wearing in and out of the water with 
tie- up adjustable head size.

size: 58 cm
80% Nylon, 20% spandex. Hand Washable

BIANCA  #EBD156

Now available in tri-colour. A glammed-up visor that can be 
worn to the best beach and country clubs in town. With Velcro 
straps to easily adjust the fit.

size: 58 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

stevie  #EBD161

A finely-braided natural fibre Trilby in colour block style. 
Features our signature adjustable head size. Suits both 
men, women & teens.

size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% Natural Fibre. spot Washable

GATSBY  #ERL30

The beading trim around the crown and knot at the back 
completes the look.

size: 58 cm
50% Natural Fibre, 50% Polyester. Spot Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

KRISTY  #EBD105

Flirty and fun, this non-colourfast style is made to fade, finished 
with a belt trim. Suits both men and women.

size: 58 cm (Camel, Fuchsia, Lime, Orange) and 61 cm (Camel, Natural)
100% Natural Fibre. Not Washable - spot clean with care

ribbon braid breton  #ERL21

This contrasting poly-ribbon braid offers a punch of colour and can 
be worn with the brim up or down.

size: 58 cm
100% Polyester ribbon braid. Hand Washable
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GET OUT & PLAY COLLECTION

scrunchie  #ESCR18

You can adjust the 11.5 cm wire-edged wide brim on this fun 
dotted hat to match your every mood.

size: 58 cm
100% Polyester ribbon. hand Washable

GIGI  #EBD128

A soft crushed look, manipulate to be fashionable, dressy or 
flattering. This non-colourfast style is made to fade and features
a 4 cm matching colour ribbon around the crown.

size: 58 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Not Washable - spot clean with care
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Who says hats are mainly for women? With a few 
unisex hat styles available, we have decided to 
dedicate this range of hats specifically “Made for 
Men”. Our men’s hats are practical and functional, 
available in various sizes and are mostly washable, 
crushable and ideal for travelling.
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MADE FOR MEN COLLECTION

callum  #ERM282

This 2 cm folded ribbon hat with waxed cord trim crown and chinstrap is a 
winner on the back of any 4X4 outdoor vehicle.

COLOURS: Pewter Grey, Brown check
Size: 58 cm, 61 cm and 63 cm
100% Polyester. Hand Washable

pana-mate fedora  #EBD459

Flexibraid, the innovative flexible material that is lightweight,
hard wearing and crush resistant. A great travel companion
for both men and women.  

size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% polyester. Hand Washable
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braided fedora  #ERM260

Lightweight crush resistant Fedora with medium
sized brim. Suits both men and women.

COLOURS: Natural, Caramel
Size: 58 cm (Women/Smaller Heads) and 61 cm
90% Natural fibre, 10% Polybraid. Spot Washable

MADE FOR MEN COLLECTION

safari  #ERM732

More than sophistication, the 30 cm Petersham trim gives this 
style flair. Suits both men & women.

size: 58 cm (Women/smaller Heads), 61 cm and 63 cm
50% Polyester, 50% Cotton. Hand Washable
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OSCAR  #ERM725

The lightweight, soft weave of the Oscar allows the
breeze to flow through and keep you cool. Suits both
men and women.

size: 58 cm (Women/Smaller Heads), 61 cm and 63 cm
50% Natural Fibre, 50% Polyester. Spot Washable

MADE FOR MEN COLLECTION

beau  #EBD95

Classic Fedora style with 55 mm brim and a wide Petersham 
band. Suits both men and women.

COLOURS: Mixed black, Mixed brown
Size: 58 cm (Women/Smaller Heads) and 61 cm
100% Natural Fibre. Spot Washable
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MADE FOR MEN COLLECTION
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stevie  #EBD161

A finely-braided natural fibre Trilby in colour block style.
Features our signature adjustable head size.
Suits both men, women & teens.

size: 58 cm and 61 cm
100% Natural Fibre. spot Washable

MELISSA  #EBD303

Feel at home in the city and the country in this classic Fedora with 
soft rolled edges. Winter essential for both men and women.

size: 58 cm (All colours) and 61 cm (Navy only)
100% Wool felt. Spot Washable

Navy Red Teal Natural, 
Black, Grey

Natural, 
Black, Ivory

Ivory, Black, 
Orange



KRISTY  #EBD105

Non-colourfast and can have a fading effect.
Suits both men and women.

COLOURS: Camel, Natural
Size: 58 cm (Camel) and 61 cm (Camel & Natural)
100% Natural Fibre. Not Washable - spot clean with care

explorer  #Exp11

This water-repellent lightweight hat has a chin strap to keep it
securely on your head even during the Cape’s black South Easter
or on the back of an open 4x4.

SizE: 56 cm, 58 cm, 61 cm (All Colours)
SizE: 54 cm (Camel/Navy, Natural/Khaki and Navy/Navy only)
100% polyester Microfibre. Hand Washable

MADE FOR MEN COLLECTION

Ideal
for 

school
aNd 

sports
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COOL KIDZ COLLECTION

SANDY  #eBD11

The trendy Sandy hat is made from 100% Cotton, has a chin strap 
and is suitable for boys and girls.

COLOURS: Denim
Size: 46 cm (6 months - 1 year)
100% Cotton. Hand Washable

gracie  #esou11/1

Any girl will feel like a princess in this cotton hat printed with 
alternate floral/dot panels. The longer elasticised brim at the back 
and chin strap ensures she doesn’t lose it.

COLOURS: Pink, Blue
Size: 46 cm (6 months - 1 year) Pink. 49 cm (1-2 years) Pink & Blue
100% cotton + White Tc Lining. Hand Washable
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COOL KIDZ COLLECTION

ziggy starfish  #Esou11

This adorable hat has an extended brim at the back and elastic 
for better neck protection. 

size: 49 cm (1-2 years)
100% Cotton + tC Lining. hand Washable

lion roar  #ELIO

This canvas sewn Bucket hat with the lion appliqués and the 
“Roar!” embroidered on the front will encourage any young 
man to be strong like a lion. 

size: 52 cm (2-4 Years)
100% Cotton + TC lining. Hand Washable
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COOL KIDZ COLLECTION

croc bite  #EB907C

This clever design with cotton toggle to stay on their head 
will delight any child. Suits boys and girls.

COLOURS: Green, Pink
Size: 55 cm (5-7 Years)
100% cotton. Hand Washable

shark bite  #EB907S

This clever design with cotton toggle to stay on their head 
will delight any child. Suits boys and girls.

COLOURS: blue, black
Size: 55 cm (5-7 Years)
100% Cotton. hand Washable
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billy  #EB78

A fun hat that will protect your adventurers from all the elements. 
Ventilated mesh, super soft, quick-dry fabric means they’ll actually 
keep it on. Suits boys and girls.

COLOURS: Pink, blue 
Size: 55 cm (5-7 years)
100% Polyester Microfibre. Hand Washable

COOL KIDZ COLLECTION

CINDY  #EB702

Little girls still love the stripes on this oh-so-pretty multi-colour 
ribbon sewn hat.

size: 52 cm (2-4 Years, Pink). 54 cm (3-6 Years, Bright & Lavender)
100% Polyester Ribbon Braid. Hand Washable
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COOL KIDZ COLLECTION

CHARLIE  #EB818

100% Cotton Twill bucket hat with block stripes and adjustable 
drawstring for a perfect fit. Suits boys and girls.

COLOURS: Blue, Pink/Orange
Size: 55 cm (5-7 Years)
100% Cotton. Hand Washable

sarah  #EB27

This big-brimmed hat offers maximum protection for young 
ladies, whether on a sailing boat, at the beach or in the bush.

size: 56 cm (6 years and older)
100% Polyester ribbon Braid. hand Washable
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IT’S A SUNNY LIFE, WEAR YOUR hAT

Our extensive range is designed in Australia to give you 
serious sun protection while making you look great. We are 
proud of the high quality of our hats and we work hard to 
ensure you get the best value for your money, despite the 
sometimes challenging global market conditions. 

MEDUNSA

Most samples of Emthunzini hats are tested by the 
Photobiology Laboratory at MEDUNSA and carry the in vitro 
SPF Test Certificate, symbolising that they have undergone 
the SPF-testing procedure as developed by Diffey and 
Robson, and meet the requirements of the Australian and 
South African test methods on the Optometrics SPF 290 
Analyzer.

ARPANSA

We are committed to providing quality products made from 
High Grade ARPANSA (Australian Radiation Protection & 
Nuclear Safety Agency) approved materials.

CANCER SEAL OF RECOGNITION

Most Emthunzini Hats have been awarded the Cancer 
Association of South Africa (CANSA) Seal of Recognition 
(CSOR) symbolising that our products offer the assurance of 
protection against the harmful effects of the sun. Hats that 
carry the UPF50+ swing ticket have been specially tested and 
verified as meeting the UPF50+ requirements.

UPF TESTING

UPF testing involves exposing a fabric to Ultraviolet Radiation 
(UVR) and measuring how much is transmitted through 
the sample. Different wavelengths of radiation in the UVR 
spectrum have different effects on human skin and this is 
taken into consideration when calculating the UPF rating.

DRAWSTRING / VELCRO ADjUSTMENT
A perfect fit can be ensured with the inner drawstring or 
Velcro adjustment at the back of the hat. This is also extremely 
useful in windy conditions.

iNNER DRAWSTRiNG VELCRO ADjUSTMENT

hATS ThAT YOU CAN SEE ThROUGh 
OR hAVE “hOLES” IN ThEM

The holes in the fabric will make a difference depending 
on whether the fabric absorbs or scatters the UVR. it is 
difficult to tell how protective clothing is by looking at it or 
holding it up to the light because the human eye responds 
to visible radiation and not to UVR, and the transmission 
through fabrics in the visible range is often higher than in 
the UVR range.

Laboratory UPF testing simulates a worst case situation, 
where the UVR is incident at right angles to the fabric 
and transmission is therefore maximal. in general wear 
situations, clothing often provides protection in excess of 
the UPF rating because the incoming UVR will be a range 
of different angles and only at right angles a fraction of the 
time.

thus, when consumers see a Upf label on an item of 
clothing, they can be confident about the listed level of 
protection.

MOSTLY WAShABLE & CRUShABLE

Ideal for travelling! You can pack and flatten most of our 
hats into your suitcase or backpack and they simply bounce 
back on arrival. Visit our website to see videos on how to 
crush, pack and shape your hats.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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CERAMIC hEADS

Choose from our range of hand painted 
ceramic heads by the talented artists at 
Calori A Mano. ideal for table tops, desks 
and in-store displays.

Display stanDs
Stylish display heads and hat stands are 
available to order, ideal for large or small 
display areas.

hAT STAND

Our solid wood hat stand allows you to 
display up to 18 hats of various sizes and 
styles. ideal for easy fitting and a great way 
to display stock.

hAT DISPLAY & MERCHANDISING

hat videos
Most of our hats are crushable and washable, allowing you the ease of mind whilst 
travelling that you will always look your best!

30 second video clips are available on How to pack; How to wash; How to spot wash and 
How to stlye your Emthunzini hats.
To view these fun video clips, please visit our website: www.sunhats.co.za
or subscribe to our YouTube channel emthunzini sunhats
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We do arrange corporate branding on our 
hats and umbrellas.

We will supply the hats and advise the 
details of an excellent branding company. 

To see more of our corporate branding 
please visit our website:

www.sunhats.co.za

corporate branding

CORPORATE BRANDING
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EVOKE AUSTRALIA

EVOKE AUSTRALIA
Together with new materials, we have introduced a concept which allows for 
interchangeable branding. Our magnetised branding option (selected styles)

offers the opportunity for customised branding, which doubles up as a
golf marker, perfect for golf courses and resorts, tourist centres

and any corporate branding options.
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GILLY TOTE BAG  #EBG17

Ideal for shopping or travel the spacious and versatile Gilly Bag compliments our range of 
sunhats, particularly the Breton, Gilly, Capeline and Lizzie. Can be squashed and packed 
into your suitcase. Features a secure inner zip and 1 inner pouch.

size: 45 cm wide across the top, tapering down to 26 cm wide at the bottom, 35 cm high
100% Polyester machine knitted, Faux leather handles. Hand washable

hOUSE OF ORDS ACCESSORIES

Bright Red

Navy

Ivory

Seafoam
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UMBRELLA  #EIS

Golf Umbrella that every golfer should have!
UPF50+ Silver coated material, Carbon Fibre shaft and stays, self opening.

size: 75 cm (150 cm Diameter) 

hOUSE OF ORDS ACCESSORIES
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COTTON: A closely woven cotton fabric 
that can be packed and crushed, yet always 
retains its shape. 

TOWELING COTTON (TC) LINING:
TC lining fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

FLEXIBRAID: Tightly woven polyester 
material that is lightweight, colourfast & 
crush resistant. Hand Washable.

FELT: 100% wool felt.
Spot Wash only.

MICROFIBRE: A lightweight 100% 
polyester fabric. Water-repellent, quick drying.

POLYESTER MAChINE KNITTED:
The look of straw in a breathable, crushable 
polyester knit or braid.

POLYBRAID/ACRYLIC: Soft yet
hard-wearing, man-made yarns woven 
into attractive braids. Hand Washable.

RAFFIA: A natural palm leaf fibre grown on 
the island of Madagascar. Handwoven.
Spot Wash only. 

NATURAL FIBRE: Made from a variety of 
reeds, grasses and tree fibres and woven 
into a braid. Spot Wash Only.

MIXED FIBRE: A combination of Natural 
Fibre and Polyester sewn together in 
multiple layers. Spot Wash Only.

OUR HAT FAbRiCS

DISCLAIMER: Whilst we make every effort to truthfully display the exact colours of hats in our range, colours may vary due 
to the media of advertising in the website and/or catalogue and in printing the catalogue. We will not accept any liability 
in respect of incorrect colour choices being made. if you are in any doubt as to the exact colours please contact us.

MINIMUM FIRST ORDER
A minimum initial order of 20 hats is 
required to qualify for the wholesale 
prices. With an initial order of 30 or 
more hats, a complimentary hat stand 
may be included for South Africa only. 
This remains the property of Emthunzini 
Hats and will have to be returned if no 
further orders are forthcoming.

REPEAT ORDERS
A minimum of 5 hats is required on all repeat 
orders. Once an order has been placed, any 
additions to the existing order must meet 
minimum repeat order requirements i.e. at 
least another 5 hats must be added to the 
existing order.

STANDARD TERMS
All orders are COD unless by prior arrangement.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
if for any reason you are not satisfied with 
your purchase, please return it within 30 
days, with all original tags attached, for an 
exchange or a full refund, less shipping 
and handling. Returns do not apply to 
hats which have been damaged due to 
mis- use, abuse or gross negligence on the 
purchaser’s part. Return policy will also be 
forfeited if care instructions provided have 
not been adhered to.

ShIPPING
Generally shipping is via Fastway or other 
courier services that are available. Allow 
3- 4 days for shipping to major centers 
and longer for outlying areas throughout 
South Africa. Please be aware that we 
are at the mercy of our shipping partners 
and there can be unforeseen delays with 
delivery. Note that a tracking number will 
be provided for your reference as soon as 
this is available.

TERMS & CONDiTiONS
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hOW TO CLEAN YOUR hAT: Hand wash in cold water using a mild liquid hand soap 
or spot wash where indicated. Air dry. Do not use bleach or Woolite®. Do not dry clean. 
See more info on Page 41 on how to wash, spot wash, style and pack your hat.



ORDERS: orders@sunhats.co.za

ACCOUNTS: accounts@sunhats.co.za

GOLF ENQUiRiES: Rae Hast
rae@deunet.co.za, 083 655 2885

SCHOOL ENQUiRiES: Elizabeth Thornton-Dibb
schools@sunhats.co.za, 083 500 2041 

GENERAL ENQUiRiES: sandy@sunhats.co.za
+27 22 409 2160  |   083 250 0397

STOCKiSTS: A list of stockists can be found on our website
www.sunhats.co.za

We strongly recommend that all stockists adhere to the Suggested
Retail Price (SRP) reflected on the website and price list provided.


